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Cut Through Boundaries: Harness the Innovation Ecosystem

TCS Co-Innovation Network (COIN)TM 

“TCS' start-up program is organic, 

highly structured, and currently 

one of the largest among services 

companies” 

- Mette Ahorlu (Research Director, IDC)



Dressire - a TCS CoINTM Partner

About

Dressire is one of the CoIN partner in Emerging Technology space 

and TCS works with Dressire on multiple use cases for 

personalization and recommendation for their retail customers 

across their clientele

Dressire uses AI and Computer Vision to help Beauty & Cosmetics 

Retailers KNOW their customers and recommend the most suite 

products for them. It provides an enhanced and assisted shopping

experience and improves sales

Hyper Personalise customer experience with 
virtual beauty assistance



Dressire builds a deep product genome extracted from dozens of 

product attributes. It then matches the right products along with 

the complimentary ones that help build a complete ‘look’ or 

‘occasion’ based kits to each customer based on her extracted or 

indicated facial features and stated or Unstated preferences. 

The curated products for each customer are  served through 

simple RESTful APIs that can complement your existing 

recommendation engine.

How it works

Stated & Unstated 
Preferences

Facial FeaturesProduct Genome

Social In�uences
& Trends



Why Dressire

Your customers are unique. They all have different facial features, 

preferences, skill levels and requirements. If you can help them find 

the best products and also assist them with building the right look 

that is personalised for them, then you enhance their experience. 

Dressire helps you capture the demand profile from a data set that 

is much bigger and more accurate than the POS data.

Dressire helps you know your customers, and the right products 

from your inventory for them. These data insights will enable a 

better assortment plan and improve inventory efficiencies. 

We have deep domain expertise and are already working with 

some top retailers in India and the UAE



Features

Auto detect facial features 

Let customer provide inputs and 

recommend the right products to 

each customer

Hair Colour - Black

Eyes Colour - Hazel
Eyes  Shape - Almond

Skin Colour - Fair
Skin Type - Normal

Face Shape - Oval

Lip Shape - Thin Upper Lip



Augment the POS data to provide more relevant, personal and 

contextual recommendations

Features

Items bought earlier

Products you might like



Recommended products 
for Rachel

Recommended products
 for each customer

Curate the content and place the right product at the right time 

in front of the right customer

Features



Features

Complete Beauty Kit

Trending Looks

Show the complete Beauty kit to each customer based on the 

occasion, trends looks and other customer and product features



Benefits
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Align inventories to customer 
preferences & increase sell-throughs

 

Higher transaction 
sizes and Conversions

Deliver Personal 
Shopping Experience

Higher Customer Satisfaction, 
Repeat Rate and Loyalty

Shopper/Product Insights 
for Data driven decision making

 

Right eyeballs 
for each product

Empower Sales staff 



Glimpse of our product



AI that helps retailers Know, Acquire & Engage customers, get Trend Forecasts & provide an 
enhanced experience - In-Stores & Online 

Contact Us

For more information, you can write to us at contact@dressire.com

Visit us at https://dressire.com

Follow us @thedressire


